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Abstract
The ATLAS collaboration has reported excesses in diboson invariant mass searches of new res-
onances around 2 TeV, which might be a prediction of new physics around that mass range. We
interpret these results in the context of a modified stealth doublet model where the extra Higgs dou-
blet has a Yukawa interaction with the first generation quarks, and show that the heavy CP-even
Higgs boson can naturally explain the excesses in the WW and ZZ channels with a small Yukawa
coupling, ξ ∼ 0.15, and a tiny mixing angle with the SM Higgs boson, α ∼ 0.06. Furthermore, the
model satisfy constraints from colliders and electroweak precision measurements.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Excesses in searching for diboson resonance using boson-tagged jets were recently reported
by the ATLAS collaboration [1]. It shows local excesses in the WZ, WW and ZZ channels
with significance of 3.4σ, 2.6σ and 2.9σ respectively. Similarly, the CMS collaboration [2, 3]
has reported an excess of 1.9σ significance in the dijet resonance channel and eνb¯b channel
which may arise from Wh with h decaying hadronically. These excesses may be evidences
of new symmetries or new particles near 2 TeV.
Since the resonances decay into two gauge boson, they should be bosonic states. Possible
origins of this excess were studied by several groups [4–23], where the excesses were explained
as spin-1 gauge bosons [4, 7, 8, 10–15, 19] in an extended gauge group, composite spin-1
resonances [5, 6, 18], spin-0 or spin-2 composite particles [20–22] and extra scalar bosons [23].
The key points in explaining the excesses are the interactions of new resonance with the
Standard Model (SM) gauge bosons, quarks and(or) gluons, the former of which is relevant
to the branching ratio of the new resonance and the latter of which is relevant to the
production of the new resonance at the LHC. One the one hand, one needs the couplings of
new interactions to be large enough so as to give rise to a sizable production cross section
at the LHC, on the other hand the strengths of these interactions should be consistent
with current constraints of colliders and electroweak precision measurements. These two
requirements are mutual restraint. A new resonance is not able to explain the ATLAS
excesses if its interaction strengths are not mutually compatible with these two requirements.
In this paper, we explain the ATLAS excesses in the stealth doublet model, where the
second Higgs doublet, H2, gets no vacuum expectation value, with mass near 2 TeV, and
only the CP-even part of H2 mixes with the SM Higgs boson. We assume H2 has sizable
Yukawa interaction with the first generation quarks, which is consistent with constraints
of flavor physics. Such that the heavy CP-even Higgs boson can be produced at the LHC
via the Yukawa interaction and decays into diboson states through the mixing with the SM
Higgs boson. Our numerical simulations show that one has σ(pp→ H → WW/ZZ) ∼ 5 fb
by setting ξ ∼ 0.15 and α ∼ 0.06, where ξ is the Yukawa coupling of the H2 with the first
generation quarks and α is the mixing angle between two CP-even neutral states. This result
is consistent with current constraints from colliders and electroweak precision measurements.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: In section II we give a brief intro-
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duction to the model. Section III is the study of constraints on the model. We investigate
the ATLAS diboson excesses arising from this stealth doublet model in section IV. The last
part is the concluding remarks.
II. THE MODEL
We work in the modified stealth doublet model [24, 25], where the second Higgs doublet
gets no vacuum expectation value (VEV) but its CP-even part mixes with the SM Higgs
boson. In the following, we describe the modified stealth doublet model first, and then study
its implications in the ATLAS diboson excesses. The Higgs potential is the same as that in
the general two Higgs doublet model (2HDM), which can be written as
V = −m21H†1H1 +m2H†2H2 +
(
m212H
†
1H2 + h.c.
)
+λ1(H
†
1H1)
2 + λ2(H
†
2H2)
2 + λ3(H
†
1H1)(H
†
2H2) + λ4(H
†
1H2)(H
†
2H1)
+
{
1
2
λ5(H
†
1H2)
2 + (λ6H
†
1H1 + λ7H
†
2H2)H
†
1H2 + h.c.
}
(1)
In this paper, we assume the Higgs potential is CP-conserving, so all couplings in eq.(1) are
real. Only one Higgs doublet gets nonzero VEV in the stealth doublet model, we take it be
H1. The tadpole conditions for the electroweak symmetry breaking become
m21 = λ1v
2
1 , m
2
12 = −
1
2
λ6v
2
1 (2)
where v1 =
√
2〈H1〉 ≈ 246 GeV. After spontaneous breaking of the electroweak symmetry,
there are two CP-even scalars h and H, one CP-odd scalar A and two charged scalars C±,
the mass eigenvalues of which can be written as [24]
m2A = m
2
2 +
1
2
(λ3 + λ4 − λ5)v21 (3)
m2C = m
2
2 +
1
2
λ3v
2
1 (4)
m2h,H =
1
2
{
m21 +m
2
A + λ5v
2
1 ±
√
(m21 −m2A − λ5v21)2 − 4λ26v41
}
(5)
The mixing angle α between h and H can be calculated directly, we take it as a new degree
of freedom in this paper. H interacts with dibosons through the mixing. We refer the reader
to Ref. [24] for the feynman rules of Higgs interactions.
The Yukawa interactions of H1 with SM fermions are exactly the same as Yukawa in-
teractions of the SM Higgs with fermions in the SM. We assume H2 has sizable Yukawa
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coupling with the first generation quarks:
LN =
√
2ξQ1H˜2uR + h.c. . (6)
where Q1 = (uL, dL)
T and H˜2 = iσ2H
∗
2 . Since 〈H2〉 = 0, there is almost no constraint on
this Yukawa coupling, and H can be produced at the LHC via this interaction.
III. CONSTRAINTS
Before proceeding to study ATLAS diboson excesses, let us investigate constraints on the
mixing angle α. Couplings of the SM-like Higgs to other SM particles were measured by the
ATLAS and CMS collaboration. Comparing with SM Higgs couplings, couplings of h and
H to all SM states (except u quark) are rescaled by cosα and sinα, respectively:
ghXX = cosαg
SM
hXX , gHXX = sinαg
SM
hXX (7)
where X represents SM states. Thus signal rates of the Higgs measurements relative to SM
Higgs expectations are the function of cosα. Performing a global χ2 fit to the Higgs data
given by ATLAS and CMS, one has cosα ≥ 0.84 [26], at the 95% confidence level.
Another constraint comes from the oblique parameters [27, 28], which are defined in terms
of contributions to the vacuum polarizations of gauge bosons. The explicit expressions of
∆S and ∆T , which involve effects of all scalars, can be written as [29]
∆S =
1
pim2Z
{
(−1)is2
∑
i
[B2(m2Z ;m2Z ,m2i )−m2ZB0(m2Z ;m2Z ,m2i )] + c2B2(m2Z ;m2H ,m2A)
+s2B2(m2Z ;m2h,m2A)− B2(m2Z ;m2C ,m2C)
}
(8)
∆T =
1
4pis2Wm
2
W
{s2B2(0;m2C ,m2h) + c2B2(0;m2C ,m2H) +B2(0;m2C ,m2A)− s2B2(0;m2h,m2A)
−c2B2(0;m2H ,m2A)− s2B2(0;m2W ,m2h) + s2B2(0;m2W ,m2H) + s2B2(0;m2Z ,m2h)
−s2B2(0;m2Z ,m2H) +m2W s2[B0(0;m2W ,m2h)−B0(0;m2W ,m2H)]
+M2Zs
2[−B0(0,m2W ,m2h) +B0(0;m2Z ,m2H)]−
1
2
A0(m
2
C)} (9)
where Bi(x; y, z) = Bi(x; y, z) − Bi(0; y, z), i = (0, 2), the expressions of Bi(x; y, z) and
A0(x) can be find in Ref. [29], c = cosα and s = sinα, sW = sin θW with θW the weak
mixing angle, MZ and MW are masses of Z and W bosons respectively.
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FIG. 1: Left panel: Predictions of heavy state in the S − T plane by setting MC = MA and
MH = 2 TeV; Right panel: Constraints on the masses of the charged and CP-odd neutral
states from oblique parameters by setting mH = 2 TeV and sinα ∼ 0.1.
The most recent electroweak fit (by setting mh,ref = 126 GeV and mt,ref = 173 GeV) to
the oblique parameters performed by the Gfitter group [30] yields
S ≡ ∆S0 ± σS = 0.03± 0.10 , T ≡ ∆T 0 ± σT = 0.05± 0.12 . (10)
The ∆χ2 can be written as
∆χ2 =
2∑
ij
(∆Oi −∆O0i )(σ2)−1ij (∆Oj −∆O0j ) (11)
where O1 = S and O2 = T ; σ2ij = σiρijσj with ρ11 = ρ22 = 1 and ρ12 = 0.891.
As can be seen from eqs. (8) and (9), there are four free parameters contributing to the
oblique parameters, mA, mC , mH and α. To preform electroweak fit, we set MC = MA ≡M ,
which can be easily achieved by setting λ3 = λ4, and mH = 2 TeV, so that only two free
parameters left. Blue points In the left panel of FIG.1 show the contribution to the ∆S and
∆T by setting M and sinα random parameters varying in the range (1.8, 2.3) TeV and (0, 1)
respectively. The contour in the same plot shows the allowed region in the S−T plane in the
95% C.L. A direct numerical calculation shows that | sinα| ≤ 0.3. In the right panel of FIG.
1 we show the region that are allowed by the oblique observations in the MC −MA plane by
setting sinα = 0.1 and MH = 2 TeV. To summarize, electroweak precision measurements
put stronger constraint on the α even for the nearly degenerate heavy states.
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FIG. 2: Left panel: Branching ratios of H as the function of mH by setting s ∼ 0.05 and
ξ = 0.5; Right panel: Production cross section of the heavy CP-even Higgs boson at the
LHC by setting ξ = 0.5, with solid, dotted and dashed lines correspond to
√
s = 8, 13, 14 TeV respectively.
IV. DIBOSON EXCESSES
Heavy scalar states in our model can be produced at the LHC through its Yukawa inter-
action with the first generation quarks as was shown in eq. (6) and can decay into diboson
final states from the mixing with the SM-like Higgs boson. The main decay channels of H
are u¯u, t¯t, W+W− and ZZ. The decay rates can be written as
Γuu¯ =
nCξ
2mH
8pi
(12)
Γtt¯ =
s2nCm
2
t (m
2
H −m2t )3/2
8pim2Hv
2
(13)
ΓV V =
s2m4V
√
m2H −m2V
4pim2Hv
2
(
3− m
2
H
m2V
+
m4H
4m4V
)
(14)
where nC = 3, being the color index; V = W, Z respectively. We show in the left panel of
FIG. 2 the branching ratios of H by setting s = 0.05 and ξ = 0.5, where the solid, dotted
and dashed lines correspond to the branching ratios of WW/ZZ, u¯u and t¯t respectively. We
plot in the right panel of FIG. 2 the production cross section of H at the LHC. The solid,
dotted and dashed lines correspond to
√
s = 8 TeV, 13 TeV and 14 TeV, respectively.
We show in FIG. 3 the contours of σ(pp→ H → WW ) in the sinα−ξ plane. The dashed,
solid and dotted lines correspond to σ(pp → H → WW ) = 5, 10, 20 fb respectively. One
can get similar numerical results for the (pp → H → ZZ) process. The ATLAS reported
number of excesses is about 8 ∼ 9 events near the 2 TeV peak. Given a luminosity of
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FIG. 3: Contour plot of σ(pp→ H → WW ) in the sinα− ξ plane. The blue dotted, black
solid and green dashed lines correspond to σ(pp→ H → WW ) = 20, 10, 5 fb respectively.
The region below the gray solid line satisfies σ(pp→ A→ hZ) < 7 fb. The region below
the red dot-dashed line satisfies σ(pp→ C → hW ) < 7 fb. The region below the cyan solid
line has σ(pp→ R→ jj) < 100 fb.
20.3 fb−1, one has σ(pp → H → WW ) ≈ 5 ∼ 6 fb for a 13% [1] selection efficiency of the
event topology and boson-tagging requirements. Although large enough cross section can
be produced at the LHC, the model is constrained by other LHC experimental results. We
will discuss these constraints one-by-one as follows:
• The CMS collaboration [31] has reported an upper bound for the σ(pp→ R→ W+h),
where R is a new resonance. It gives σ(pp → R → W+h) ≤ 7 fb. The resonance can
be the charged component of the heavy scalar doublet in our model. Its decay rate
can be written as
ΓC→Wh =
g2s2
64pim2Wm
3
C
λ3/2(m2C ,m
2
h,m
2
W ) , (15)
where λ(x, y, z) = x2 + y2 + z2− 2xy− 2xz− 2yz and g is the SU(2) gauge coupling.
FIG. 3 the numerical results by setting mC = 2.2 TeV, where the region below the red
dot-dashed line satisfy this constraint.
• The CP-odd component of the heavy scalar doublet can be the mediator of the process
pp → R → Zh, which was also measured the CMS collaboration. One has σ(pp →
7
A→ Zh) < 7 fb The decay rate of A→ Zh can be written as
ΓA→Zh =
g2s2
64pic2Wm
2
Zm
3
A
λ3/2(m2A,m
2
Z ,m
2
h) (16)
where cW = cos θW with θW the weak mixing angle. A can also decay into dijet final
states with the decay rate the same as eq. (12). We show in FIG. 3 the numerical
results, where the region to the top-right of the gray solid line are excluded by this
constraint.
• Both ATLAS and CMS has searched for resonances decaying into dijets. We use
σ(pp → R → jj) ≤ 100 fb with the acceptance A ∼ 0.6. Both the CP-even and the
CP-odd heavy scalars as well as the charged scalar in our model mainly decay into
dijet via the Yukawa interaction. We show in FIG. 3 the region (to the bottom-right
corner of the cyan solid line) allowed by this constraint.
Since the decay rate of H → tt¯ is tiny, there is almost no constraint on the model from tt¯
resonance searches. As can be seen from FIG. 3, σ(pp → H → WW ) should be less than
6 ∼ 7 fb. One has σ(pp → H → WW/ZZ) ∼ 5 fb for ξ ∼ 0.15 and α ∼ 0.06, which
is consistent with the constraints of colliders and electroweak precision measurements. No
direct excess in the WZ channel comes out of our model. But the the ATLAS observed
excess in the WZ channel can be interpreted as the misidentification of the W/Z-tagged jet
owing to uncertainties of the tagging slections.
V. SUMMARY
We investigated the prospects of the stealth doublet model as a possible explanation
to the diboson excesses observed by the ATLAS collaboration. The mass of heavy Higgs
boson was fixed at near 2 TeV in our study. We showed that excesses in the WW and ZZ
channels can be interpreted as the decay of the heavy CP-even Higgs boson H, which can be
produced at the LHC via its Yukawa interaction with the first generation quarks. One needs
the Yukawa coupling ξ ∼ 0.15 and the mixing angle between two CP-even Higgs bosons
α ∼ 0.06, which is consistent with precision measurements, so as to has a 5 fb production
cross section at the LHC. Constraints on the model from the exclusion limits in Wh and
Zh channels given by CMS collaboration and dijet searches was also studied, which showed
8
the limited parameter space (in FIG. 3) that can be accommodated with the interpretation
of the ATLAS diboson excesses in the same model. We expect the running of the 13 TeV
LHC to tell us the detail about the diboson excesses and show us more clear hints of new
physics behind this phenomena.
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